Anthrax Rap
The biggest players in the Anthrax terrorist attack aftermath were Cheney, Fauci, Franz, and
Mueller. The quotes (apart from Cheney's) are real.
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Anthrax
On the back of 911 - less than two weeks later in fact - the Anthrax terrorist attack happened.
Letters laced with the deadly pathogen were addressed to prominent politicians and press
representatives - they stated:
Image not found or type unknown

All all-caps. This created a helluva fuss not surprisingly - great stuff if yer the media - which was at
fever pitch - breathlessly reporting on scientists talking up Al Qaeda in crop dusters - powdering
New York City with anthrax - killing hundreds of thousands.
The Vice-President’s advice: Never waste a crisis. Devise em if you have to. We’ve got the media
feeding em Islamophobia multiplied by bio-terror. It’s a no-brainer. Launch a payback invasion of
Iraq while the tide is full - give 'em the good ol' foil evil spiel - whatever - meanwhile liberating the
oilfields.
And so it came to pass. An invasion to dismantle Saddam Hussein’s - non-existent - bio-weapons of
mass destruction program - whilst insisting it was all to keep us safe - but hey - Cheney and the
gravy-trainers made a killing - God willing - let freedom reign.
Julian Assange's tried uncovering it - earned ‘im a life of One-Everything security up his arse - now
behind bars. A rare hero in this - i’m thinkin - it’s in his upbringing - at Gool-man-gar Primary - next
door to Nimbin
Meanwhile back at the ranch, smashing the axis of evil involved soldiers vaxxed-to-the max with
the latest in experimental anthrax-jabs. Now known as Gulf War illness.
Which gets me to this:
Amidst the commotion there was another - lesser known - explosion:

a silent one
in science-funding - to fight bioterrorism.
A mushrooming of BSL labs at dual-purpose bio-weapons/defense facilities - or - universities - at
your expense. On the edge of science and global security - secret projects meddling with deadly
bugs to predict the next moves of our devious - extremist - enemies - the full might of one-science
riding to our rescue - so exciting - then designing, delivering drugs, surveillance tech - to protect
us.

Doctor Bug
Anthrax took-off as a media-hype rocket when tabloid photographer Bob Stevens from Florida was
the first confirmed person murdered by it.
Three doctors from JFK Memorial Hospital diagnosed him, miraculously, actually, within 24 hours.
First anthrax case in 30 years - but these dudes zeroed in on it with astounding alacrity - true
heroism - made the connection to Islamic bio-terrorism from the get-go.
That expert opinion, in turn, fed the resultant media-frenzy that followed.
That then fed the funding explosion, the rise & rise of the THE Science phenomenon
Of course wars galore, to keep the show moving, including WW3, the War on Privacy, the tightened
security net, etc, etc. Bio-events come & go- but domestic surveillance - once that shit's activated
- that's like John Donne's love & taxes - it never wanes in times of peace - in springtime doth
increase.
Interestingly, for all of the humanity-altering seeds it sewed, it may never have been diagnosed if it
wasn't for our sharp-eyed friends at JFK Memorial.
Of this heroic, ground-zero trio, Drs Wolf and Abrams were subsequently locked-up for managing separate - Oxycontin, purpose-built drug-pushing pharmacy scams. So full-of-crap on the credstakes, open to a quick buck - we know that much about em as facts.
The third, Larry Bush, aka Doctor Bug, did it the smart way - rode his Celebrity Scientist fame all
the way to Covid (ended up heading AZ's - doctored trials/push into the US).
Not saying they're guilty of anything - well apart from the drug dealing - but it's funny how they
were: right there - at the coal face - on a (spoiler alert) a case of homegrown terrorism involving
insider scio-security experts - to get more money ...
Wouldn't you as an investigator wanna rule them out ? There are loads of great firemen, but
the fireman as the arsonist
is a known thing, too - let's face it. A narcissistic thrill sort of impulse. Often as not, it's the ones
who report it.
Yet, so far, none of the above have ever been questioned in relation to the Anthrax investigation,
which is strange. Then again, not. If your job is National security - secret higher truths is your
currency - you'd know an investigation into the sovereign authority of science experts is not in the
interests of the common good.

I wouldn't, if was them, i'm not gonna risk destabilizing the very system that supports my position
at the top. Why would i do that?
That's why we made a show of blaming Al Qeuda - then Saddam - his factories churning-out bioweapons of mass destruction - or - at worst, not saying it is, but God forbid it's one of our own - in
which case must be: a deranged loner acting alone. If you don't believe me, ask Edward Snowden.
Whatever, they weren't investigated, nor were the investigators who didn't investigate them - let's
move on - stick with what we do know ...
Anthrax precipitated an unprecedented explosion of money to fight bio-terrorism ...

Bioshield
One small example: in 2004, Bush signed Project Bioshield into law - making a speech to mark the
occasion:
Bush: Project Bioshield authorizes $5.6 billion .. on vaccines to fight anthrax .. and other potential
agents of bioterror for the American population.
That’s a seventh heaven copulation room - for vaccine-scientists at least.
Bush: Since September 11, we've increased .. funding for biodefense research at NIH by a factor of
30.
Mate, you little beauty. How bout the annoying safety regulations? It's still a bug in the system that
kills innovation...
Bush: When I sign this bill, the Food and Drug Administration will be able to permit rapid
distribution of promising new drugs in the most urgent circumstances.
Like Covid for instance? Man that's ominous. The murky emergency-use approval first enacted to
fast-track Covid vacs was invented by George W after Anthrax?
Bush: I want to thank the Vice President for his hard work. He was the point man in the White
House on this piece of legislation.
Congratulations Dick - i stand corrected. Going berserk on scio-bio-spending was a Cheney
sponsored venture - that makes me feel much better ...

Bioshield: Who scio-vouched
it?
How boutcha science right-hand-man in all this cash-cowing?
Cometh the hour - cometh the man - take a bow - Anthony S. Fauci
Right-in-the-thick-of-it - pleading for BioShield before Congress - a leading advocate/recipient Fauch the Pouch: siphoned billions from that very same fountain spouting public dollars in the
name of fighting bioterrorism - it was the making of his NIAID kingdom.
As he said at the hearings in April 2003:
The accelerated development of effective countermeasures against terrorism requires a new
research paradigm.
Really? I'm findin - with old-fashioned paradigm thinking - admittedly - reading between the lines your new paradigm scheme of accelerated development...? was a ticking time-bomb ........ that
detonated - in 2019
Anthony: The events of September 11, and the subsequent anthrax attacks have changed, for
ever, how the biomedical community responds to emerging threats.
You betcha! That's a radical shift in thinking though - forever - as you said. Gotta ask the question
- is that a good thing?
The Fouch: We are now on a wartime footing and are compelled to modify the way we do
business.
Hell! Our brave bio-warrior general from NIH - ready ta do: whatever it takes.
Btw, who's the drug-pumping-muscle in this bio-war-on-terror?
The Fouch: Biotech firms are our industrial partners - they are essential to countermeasure
development.
So - to weigh it up - a surge of money into the likes of - Pfizer, Merk, Emergent Biosolutions - a bigpharma arms-race - run by Fauci to counter a non-existent enemy.

The Fouch: But they want some assurances if they are successful that there'll be a market for
their product.
Guess they got it. Never mind that antibiotics work fine on Anthrax symptoms - it was pure sciopolitics - in-fact-in-the - US at the time - there was a rush on Cipro - today’s Ivermectin? Guessin
the health experts are gettin wiser - restrictin its availability - thinking of our best interests - to
lessen bio-state hesitancy. But i degrees ...

Pop question … who executed the Anthrax terrorist attack that ignited this funding-feeding-frenzy?
Extra points: What was their reasoning?

Who dunnit?
Recap: Pop question … who executed the Anthrax mailings terrorist attack - on the back of 911?
I didn't know - dan @ formosahut put me onto it. The FBI website states:
The Justice Department’s Counterterrorism Section, expended - hundreds of thousands of
investigator work hours on this case - and conducted more than 10,000 witness interviews on six
different continents.
Wow - that’s a lot isn’t it?!

A seven year Robert Mueller-led non- investigation - the biggest non-

investigation since the Kennedy assassination. Guessing that involved a whole-lotta public
spondula - so - Robert Mueller - who’s dunnit?
- drumroll …
Bruce Ivins Yeah i’d never heard of him either.
A US biodefense scientist from Lebanon, Ohio
Working at: Fort Detrick, the US's top bio-weapon defense facility (WIV is the Chinese equivalent) he was a 30 year veteran. It gets better:
Ivins was an expert advisor to the FBI in their investigation into the Anthrax attack.
An amazing one apparently
LA Times: At a Pentagon ceremony in 2003 (two years in), Ivins .. from USAMRIID (was) presented
with the Decoration of Exceptional Civilian Service.
That’s hilarious. I’m sure he deserved it - the highest honour Defense can give ya. I kid you not. Of
all the experts bravely defending us in the war on bio-terror you’re pin-up boy is the very-one who
mailed the letters!
Either you're the greatest idiots on earth - or - you're complicit - which is it? I can't think of a third
explanation.
Ivins: Awards are nice - but the real satisfaction is knowing the vaccine is back on line.

The real dissatisfaction is knowing it was a known known within weeks it was a lab-leak from Fort
Detrick. Each strain of Anthrax has its own unique kinda signature. The spores in the American
attack were signed: Fort Detrick bio-weapons lab - Frederick County - Maryland.
Yeah … now might not be a very good time to talk about that - right when we are about to wage
wars to fight bio-terrorism. How’s it gonna look if we caused it?
Motive: Ivins was a co-inventor on two patents for quote a genetically engineered anthrax vaccine
. Two more for additives - which turned out the most lucrative - developed for Coley
Pharmaceuticals - now owned by Pfizer Corp.
Ironically, Ivins later blamed his chronic blood disorder on having self-trialed too much of his own
magic elixir.
Bruce’s big picture?: Boost funding fa bio-defense research via paradigm disruption
Inject a dose of urgency into the mix - an existential security threat - a market for that - a selfselling culture - fuck it - let's be a Religion - we're in the business of shaping Global Thought - get
your mitts on that wheel you're steering the future.
Which, in fact, all worked out spiffingly.
Bio-science funded through the roof - aloof scientific experts mobilized as total-authorities - on
everything. A ruse used to rape your biodata. To keep you safe.
All thanks to a series of terrorist attacks perpetrated/covered-up by: top-experts acting with natural
impunity ...
Love from THE science community.
Good job. You pulled all that off - now 20 years later - no-one knows, or cares who the fuck dunnit
it - or ever will ... We've all moved on ...

Science culture
To quarantine the fall-out, Bruce, personally, unfortunately, had sacrificial lamb written all over him
(look away Pete Daszak).
By 2008, 7-years on, Bruce was fucked. He'd gone from top, respected scientist - Pentagon
Awarded star of bio-warfare defense - to sole suspect in the Anthrax terrorist attack.
Long before that, since the initial weeks of the mailings, there were bloggers pressing for an
investigation into a Fort Detrick lab-exit event. Mueller, who knew all along it was domestic
terrorism committed by a small subset of suspects with access to Fort Detrick's Ames anthrax, had
to act. With the full might of the FBI, he began tightening the noose - on the wrong neck.
Not Bruce, but another top-scientist, the FBI's designated patsy, Steven Hatfill.
The FBI even outed him as their sole person of interest, thus ensuring a full-blown media circus tipped-off to throng at his house for the search, agents marching in & out with boxes of evidence,
live chopper vision of the pond-draining - huge fuss made of a plastic contraption retrieved from
the pond which may have been used in cultivating anthrax - turned out to be a tortoise trap - -rabid
media crap - the whole shit-show.
Hatfill watched his house being raided on TV at a friend's place. He said it was surreal. He was
known as a cowboy Bio-defense weapons zealot - which he was - a leading bio-terror advocate - but
innocent of the Anthrax attack. Paid-out 5.8 million from the public's purse for wrongful
persecution.
Finally, our guy Bruce Ivins, their expert advisor, did become the FBI's chief suspect. Quietly, this
time, outside the public's eye. Ivins would keep denying it but by the end Bruce was in deep
depression, under pressure from the Feds, his professional career having seeped down the gutter.
He took his own life in July 2008 - an overdose of Tylenol - his wife found him dead at home - lying
in his clothes on his bed - a note read Let me sleep.
The FBI said it was set to execute an arrest but he'd beaten em to it. Conveniently so disappearing a messy public show trial - Ivins had maintained his innocence - so there'd have been
a contest. Mueller ruled he was as a loner acting alone. Case closed.

Ivin's colleague remarked: They seemed to harp on he was a loner. He was not a loner. …. He had
a lot of friends ..
Indeed, 20 to 30 colleagues showed up at his 1st & 2nd death anniversaries - he was something of
a hero.
lvins was a weirdo though - make no mistake - had a not-so-secret fetish - known around the office
- for secret initiations of Ivy-League sororities - that included stalking - breaking & entering - all
very seedy. But when ya enmeshed in the fenced-off-society of the well-off science community you'll get away with that shit - you can hide it in plain sight - it's called: eccentricity.
Ivins also had access to the exact same anthrax strain and a money motive. Would it've stood up
in court? - id've thought line-ball call - there was a major bungle in the collection of key evidence the danger though for the higher-ups in the scio-security game being: Where's this going?
So it's left open-ended. The FBI betting that if it was buried for long enough we'd all forget who or
what the fuck caused an avalanche of money for bio-tech globo-surveillance:
Pretending Bruce Ivins was a loner who dropped out of the sky - to where he's thus returned
-

it wasn't like that

-

A smoothed out ripple in history - well, he is, good job - but the problem isn't.
Ivins was the inevitable result of a culture that's very much alive n wriggling today. In this instance
it's the science community - a close-knit, closed-society - unaccountable - monied-up elite - playing
secret power shenanigans with security organizations.
I don’t know much about nothin - but i know that’s a recipe for corruption. That shit never ever
fixes itself - it does the opposite
... a smoothed out ripple in history

A Brief History of Bio-warfare
Bio-warfare has gone on almost as long as normal warfare. If you've made the leap, as a state, to
play the kill-other-people-game, it then becomes a matter of:
What's the best way to achieve that?
Welcome to The Big, BIG-league. Your mission as a leader: expand your truth-horizon - by
eliminating those that disagree with you.
First records of bio-warfare-tec will take you go back to 600 BCE, poisoning of the wells with animal
carcasses, fecal matter, & so on.
The plague was then weaponized in the Middle-ages. During the siege of Caffa port (now Feodosia,
Ukraine), then held by the Genovese. The Tatars got the bright idea of catapulting cadavers from a
plague outbreak in their own ranks into those of the enemy's lines. It worked brilliantly. Some say
it caused the 2nd Pandemic, when soldiers fleeing back to Italy fanned the outbreak in Europe.
Then in 1763, of course, we have Sir Jeffrey Amherst, Commander of British forces in North
America. He ordered that smallpox infected blankets be handed out to non-compliant North
American Native tribes. A subtle genocide. A secret one.
So bio-warfare tech has always existed as a human dark-art - for those with the power, the will to
go there - it's in their blood - to fuck with what's in our blood.
Then: humanity ran smack-bang into the perfect storm of: WW2 & The rise of paradigm forming
scio-tec breakthroughs ...
Secret, ambitious projects - top scientists up to God-knows-what - developing the most efficient
ways to kill.
Their moral justification? Here's the real beauty of it: all that's abrogated to the system!
We're scientists - in our wisdom - we take the politics out.
Within that closed-environment, under-cover-of-the-night, it was: anything goes ...

WW2
Textbook WW2 lesson (that you'll never read in a textbook): This is what happens when you let
scientists off-the-leash ...
Japan's Unit 731 in Manchuria - with it's 3000 scientists is a good example to begin with. Acting as
a DIY intermediate species, these geniuses engineered/released plague-infected fleas. Wound up
killing 10 000 Chinese at least.
Meanwhile back at the lab: STAGE 3 TRIALS were conducted on POW's - inoculated with u-name-it
deadly bio-bugs from anthrax to cholera - to evaluate promising candidates.
At the hearings an official repented , said: it was most regrettable from the view point of
humanity
So prophetic!
The US's bio-scientists interrogated these war criminals - offering pardons for those who handed
over the bio-tech - terms to which they happily agreed. We'll get to that shortly ...
But in the beginning it was The UK & Japan that were the world leaders - developing offensive biowarfare tech like there was no tomorrow. Porton Down Bio-Research Centre's Anthrax Island is
one example. Winston Churchill himself, personally ordered the great-leap-forward in bio-warfare.
Bombs laden with anthrax spores dropped by airplanes, or mortar-launched (which proved to be
the best), released a white cloud of fine powder on tethered sheep . Which died horrible anthrax
deaths. So it was a big success.
Denied/lied about for decades, blamed on unsanitary Greeks, natural causes - everything else was
a conspiracy theory - even as livestock in nearby areas started mysteriously dropping dead.
Meanwhile: the anthrax spores dispersed on the island, lived happily on.
Defense Ministry reluctantly fessed-up when Dark Harvest activists left a bucket of contaminated
soil from the island outside Porton Downs Lab HQ in Wiltshire. Technically an act of terrorism but the Defence Ministry had denied the island was contaminated. Caught in their own
conundrum, Defence finally pledged to clean the island up. Do better next time ...
First the military tried scorch-earthing it - setting the whole island alight - but that failed - so ,
quote: the land was decontaminated by using formaldehyde - which makes a great Govt oxymoron
at least.

The British were also accused by the Germans of trying to import yellow fever into India. The UK
denies it.
Funnily enough, Hitler was the only one who refused to develop bio-warfare tech. He thought it
was unethical. What does that tell ya?

The Origin of Fort Detrick
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By 1969 the stories leaking out about the US's secret bio-weapons program were growing
evermore alarming. Nixon/Kissinger ordered a review, but they already knew what they'd find:
huge stockpiles of disease-bombs, wild STAGE 3 TRIAL experiments on humans to test the
effectiveness of vaccines against live bio-weapon candidates (!), etc. etc ... But most disturbingly,
the quiet accumulation of humanity-shaping power - under-cover of a deep-state bureaucratic
secret society.
To quote Tricky Dick, that tight-knit scientist community, known collectively as Fort Detrick, had
reached (an) offensive program (that) demonstrated nuclear equivalence of biological weapons.
If you're packing that - you're packing serious clout in the MOU round-table discussions ... the ones
that decide: what's the best reality experience for the masses?
So how did it get to that crazy mother-fucking-level of secret scio-kingdoms fabricating the future
of the world?

Naturally, it all started organically, in the early forties. In WW2 as we saw - when the world went
berserk - anything that took your fancy as a disease with potential, was justified, in a crisis, as a
research-target, for the common-good ...
In those sliding-doors' days, there were great entrepreneurs who saw opportunity ... in this case ...
George W. .... Merck. Yes, Merck, the murky-pharmaceutical-giant Merck. George W's trick, which
turned the company into what it is today, was: employ a clique of civilian scientist brainiacs on
retainers from academia.
Sounds simple - it is - as was Wellcome Trust's founder's invention of putting powder medicine into
pills (until Wayne Carey reversed the process in 2022) - the trick is: be the first to do it. George
W. created an overlapping subset space between Big Universities & Private Enterprise that gave
rise to the pharmaceutical oligarchies that went onto rule the world. Nice work if you can get it.
Merck's original crew were top-notch experts, selected for their skills as much as their willingness
to operate below the surface. All hush-hush. All men obviously. Ahead of the curve thinkers, the
best-of-the-best bio-warfare enthusiasts. Your mission, if you choose to accept: Develop bioweapons superiority on earth.
George W named them: War Reserve Service .

That's the birth of Priva-demia, right there.

Even Roosevelt had no idea they existed initially. But when he did, he was all in - formalized a
military partnership - now we're cooking: capitalism - academia - military - a menage a trois operating beneath a veil of unaccountable secrecy, a thick-one, more like a blanket. Their lovechild: Camp Detrick ... Which grew into a Fort. The premier germ-war facility on the planet.
That gives you an insight into the Empire Culture - now a mega-zillion-$ industry - shaping our lives
as we speak ...
Growing stronger: a secret higher-truth cross-over society - playing God as a day-job

Higher Truth
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Not long after Camp Detrick's interrogation of Japan's Unit-731 war-criminal scientists, the US was
roundly accused, by dubious regimes, to be clear, of launching cholera & plague assaults in the
Korean War - using a hallmark technology acquired from the 731'ers. The US admitted capability,
but denied deployment, saying the outbreaks were due to natural causes.
Then again, if it is a secret-security-op - for big-picture guys-eyes-only - you're not gonna be
owning-up to it by definition , right? It's classified. See ya on the other-side...
The history of biowafare/defense is a litany of mad-hatter escapades, including but not limited to:
1. Airplane aerosol attacks on major US cities with a so-called anthrax simulant-substance

2. The CIA's illegal stash of bio-weapons through the 70's (banned since '69) & secret-bioops against Castro - involving assassination attempts & bio-weaponed crop-failure
3. The 2001 Anthrax attacks - complete with subsequent cover-up under the guise of an FBI
investigation
It's the scale that's the frightening bit: an unchecked, alternative universe of bio-weapons
chemistry supremacy. A private arms-race to world domination - run by men who'll do anything to
maintain it.
When Nixon visited Fort Detrick back in '69 to announce a closure to the offensive capability
program, did it put some very large noses out of joint?
The War Reserve Service was already a closed-society power-base before the government came
along - that network doesn't dissolve overnight. For a start, they all kept their jobs at Fort Detrick,
due to Loop-hole 101:
We're not creating bioweapons for offensive deployment - just we need to keep
making/engineering them - pushing the envelope (pardon the pun) - so we know how best to
defend against the terrorists n such.
No doubt they all think they're doing it for the common-good - you could hold a gun to their head in their hearts they'll believe it to the end.
I'm all for higher-truths - appreciating our wild existence in an infinite universe - yeah, what's all
that about?! It's the secret bit that worries me. Coz now you've got a license to lie - about
anything - with no accountability. In fact, when i say higher-truth, i'm being sarcastic of course,
it's a lower-truth - a world of power & the dirty deeds that we need to keep it that way - hence the
secrecy
So it's all a big conspiracy - what am i (or you) supposed to do with that?
Lethal Leigh Matthews (borrowing from Predator) said before their clash with the unbeaten
Essendon: if it bleeds we can kill it ...
Does it bleed though? Above all, it's a centralized, robotosized system, that pulls our cultural
strings - how do you fight back against that?
On the other-hand, trace it back far enough, you'll find some human fingers in control, belonging to
a small group (Dan estimates the 1000's, i'd concur) of MOU's, + their dominions, operating above
the law, waging a private-war on the truth behind closed doors according to some warped idea of
the common-good. In this case, that thinking involved a fake (though still real) terrorist attack with
anthrax spores - all for a good cause, supposedly ...

Fort Detrick personnel, 2002, Agence -France Presse, Oliver Douliery

Upstreamers
(under construction)

Straddling both eras are Fauci & Franz. Further up the food

chain at Fort Detrick is ex-Commander David Franz - the man who'd nurtured the scio-fearmongering culture in the first place in the lead up to the Anthrax scam - a US Colonel no less.
Doubled as a bio-weapons inspector in Iraq - insisting Saddam had bioweapons factories churning
out anthrax, long after it was apparent he didn't. Celebrity scientist on MSM pumping bio-terror
like his livelihood depended on it - obsessed with it - writing textbooks on the subject - the world's
leading expert.
His take on the Anthrax debacle?
I think a lot of good has come from it. From a biological or a medical aspect, we've now five people
who have died, but we've put about $6 billion in our budget into defending against bioterrorism.
Yeah, but where's the evidence of the good that's come from that?
I mean, you’d’ve thought a deliberate release from a BSL-4 lab by a popular-scientist ... to pump
vaccines ... might've been a red-flag moment - for:
- a Mad-scientist culture gone maddist ... not a champagne cork-popping moment. To celebrate the new era. A ceremonial turning on of
the tap for all-you-can-eat funding trough for GoF addict scientists.
With Franz's reputation sealed as a walking disaster area/disrupter, he becomes a policy advisor for
Peter Daszak’s EcoHealth Alliance. Fanning fear of Bio-terror had been a funding sensation - but

was waning - Davey's drafted in to instill a fear of nature instead.
Anthrax was the fork in the road that led straight to Covid
The sliding doors moment - where the adults are meant to say: What the heck is going on here?
It’s time to de-escalate, regulate risky bio-defense experiments - before you lot with ya cahooting
cohorts cause a catastrophic pandemic!
Oh, too late. Brackets - there were lots of scientists warning exactly that - no that's not right - few
and far between in fact - Richard Ebright, Wain-Hobson, Yves Moreau - but they got drowned out
by the One-Health show - that's a shame.
Coz with all that money came the addictive rush of influence - the power - to entrench it censor/crush your opponent. But where has that left us?
Let’s at least - press pause - to discuss what you’re fating us with. I get it that you think you're
very clever, but your installing a genetically engineered future that bans individuality - a
surveillance-system invented initially - let's not forget - to counter the very bio-terrorism - that your
community artificially created.
Now here we go with Covid - making the same mistake again - only bigger - as Georg Hegel once
said - the greatest lesson history teaches us is:
we never learn the lesson
So guessing we're stuck in your flat-earth world - altered/shaped/shackled by a premise that is: not
real. Living-the-lie in a hijacked reality, that's dictated to us ...
It didn't/doesn't have to be like this.
We can still get it back. But we better get cracking.

